Solution for Governmental Interception
Partner Questionnaire
Product: Remote Control System
Overview: This questionnaire has been created to better understand technical and
commercial needs regarding the Interception Solution.

Your organization’s name: Engineering Company for Advanced Technology (INGEL)
Contact details of the End User leader of this initiative:
Agency, Department, Unit: Egyptian Interior Ministry - Public security- (Anti-terrorism)
Office of First Undersecretary for Data & Information
Email address Info@ecmtc.com
Your organization’s profile:

Sector of your End-User

 Solution Provider (X)
 Dealer
 Consultant/Broker

 Law Enforcement Agency
 Anti Corruption
 Anti Narcotics
 Anti Fraud
 Anti Terrorism (X)
 Judicial Police
 Criminal Police (X)
 Organized Crimes
Other :
 Intelligence
 National Security
 Counter intelligence
 Military Intelligence
 Other: ______________________

End User Use Cases:







VoIP interception (X)
Chat interception (X)
Social network (X)
Mail/Messages (X)
Web browsing (X)
Document capture (X)









Key logger (X)
Positioning/Tracking (X)
Microphone activation (X)
Camera Activation (X)
Target Profiling (X)
Intelligence (Data Correlation) (X)
Other: _____________________________________

End User’s Target profiles:
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Known targets (Internal operations(X)
Unknown targets (X)
Reachable targets(x)
Traveler targets(X)
Social targets
High skilled targets (X)

End User’s Target devices
 PC/Laptops
 Windows (X)
 Mac OS (X)
 Linux (X)

 Mobile/Tablets
 Android (X)
 iOS (phone/i Pad) (X)
 BlackBerry (X)
 Windows Phone (X)

Most used Target’s Social Applications:
 Face book (X)

Twitter (X)

Skype (X)
 Whats app (X)






We chat (X)
Line (X)
Telegram (X)
Others e-mails & SMS

End User’s attack scenarios:
Question

Answer
Please explain as needed.

Can the End User gain physical access to target
devices (i.e., at his home, office, at the border,
etc.)?

Yes

Can the End User be close to target (i.e., in the
same hotel, airport, restaurant, coffee-shop or
house)?

Yes

Please describe the type of information the End Email, phone number,
User can know about the targets (i.e., email,
phone number, device type, etc.)?
Can the End User have cooperation with an
Internet Service Provider (ISP)?
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End User Project
Question
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Answer
Please explain as needed.
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1.

Does the End User have an approved
budget for this project? What is the
estimation?
Do you have specific requirements from
the End User?

No

3.

What would be the desired date to begin
the project? (kick-off)

2 months

4.

What would be the desired date to have
the solution up and running for
production of data?
How many target/devices the End User
wants to monitor simultaneously?
(50, 100, 500, 1000)
Please describe the End User internal
organization:

4-6 months

Who will be responsible to supply
hardware equipments: servers, switch,
firewall, etc.?
Could you share with us what type of
Monitoring Center the End User run?

Our Company will supply the entire
project.

2.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

To be discuss

From 500 to 1000 or more
simultaneously
Users: yes
Analysts: yes
IT Security skilled: yes
Tactical units: yes
Other information:

The interior minister having his centers

Explain your and your End User
experience with other hacking solutions
or Trojan technologies.
10 Explain your and your End User
.
experience using exploits or dealing with
exploit markets.
11 Explain your and your End User
.
experience in using Social Engineering or
tools for Social Engineering.

Using different of the regulations and
methods

12 What IT security training your End User
.
has and what does the team require?

The training needs to deal with your
system and use it in the appropriate
manner
The efficiency and accuracy of the system
to meet his requirements

13 Please explain what the End User desires
.
to see in a demonstration or in a Proof-of
–Concept.
14 Will the project require a tender process
.
or will be a direct acquisition?
15 Expected duration of the acquisition
.
process at End User organization.
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Our company have long experience in the
matter
We and our customer are security
professional and later we can speak
together about such topics.

Tender
2 Months
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Please provide any other information that will help completely understand the project or
potential project and any limitations or special circumstance you foresee in executing the
project.
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